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ABSTRACT 
We review recent devefopments in the study of Saturn's atmosphere. 
Saturn apparently has a high clear layer of H2 under which lies a com- 
parable layer rich in dusty material. Beneath this is a thicker layer con- 
sisting mostly of H, mixed with haze particles. An NH, cloud deck pmb- 
ably lies this layer. Evidence for seasonal variations is presented in 
the form of changes In the NH,, CH, and H, absorptions. Finally, the 
lates. mixing ratios f i ~ r  the gaseous constituents are summarized. 
EXOSPHERE -LID H TORUS 
The extent of Saturn's atmosphere is uncertain. Laemission has been observed 
from the OAO-C (Copernicus: &atellite and a rocket to extend possibly out to Titan's 
radius. Barker (1977) reports La, emission of 250 R with FWHhl of 75 r d  for a 
spectroscopic slit 0.3" x 39" projected on the torus region 5" to 10" inside Titan's 
orbital position. For Saturn's disk, he reports 250 R emission with FWHM of 100 mR. 
These observations were made during 12-15 April 1976 with UAO-C and are at  the 
limit of photometric accuracy. The strengths are subject to revision depending on the 
concurrent geocoronal calibration. 
Apparently, the first statistically significant detection of L, emission from 
Saturn was obtained in March 1975 by Weiser, Vitz and Moos (1977) using a sounding 
rocket with circular spectroscopic apertures 26" and 53" in diameter. Saturn's disk 
had an angular extent of 17" by 19" and the outer edge of Ring A had an extent of 
43" by 19". Assuming d o r m  emission intensity over the respective apertures, they 
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derived a I,,, brighttiess of 700 Ii -t 50 percent for Saturn's disk and 200 li  = 50 percent 
for the region outside and immediately adjacent to the disk, out to the radius of the 
large aperture. Any intensity distribution having zero emission from the region ~ u t s i d e  
the di& is not compagble with the observations. The L, brightness of Saturn's disk 
. -  
scales well with the 3 kR brightness for Jupiter, suggesting similar excitation mechan- 
isms in the upper atmospheres of both planet. (resonant scattering). Weiser et al. 
estimate only 10 R emission for fJ in the vicinity of the Rings from meteoroid bombard- 
ment of the Rings, solar and interstellar wind bombardment, and ice sublimation. 
Saturn's inclination is high enough so  that any contribution of a H torus centered along 
Titan's orbit to the 200 13 observed in the vicinity of the Rings would require ejection 
velocities of H from Titan nearly comparable to Titan's orbital velocity (5.6 km/s). In 
this case, many atoms would be escaping the Saturn system s o  the torus geometry 
might not be a valid descriptim of the H distribution. 
In April of 1977, Barker (1978) repeated his observations ancl found essentially 
the s a n e  disk intensity but detected no emission (less than 100 13) over the Kings. 
Therefore, the question of emission next to Saturn's disk, in the immediate vicinity of 
the Rings, remains open. 
IONOSPHERE 
The structure 9f Saturn's ionosp:iore wws recently considered by Capone et al. 
(197'7) who included, for the first time, the heating of cosmic-ray ionizaticn as  well 
as that of thc extreme ultraviolet radiation of the Sun. These effects are  comparable in 
tile outer atmospheres of the siajol* planets beyond Jupiter if the surface magnetic field 
is 2 Gauss or  less rtnd where the insolation is relatively diluted. They neglected the 
photochemistry of NH3 ltnd the possible roles of neutral hydrocarbons higher than CHq 
They d s o  neglected negative-ion c h e ~ n i s t ~ y  and plasma diffusion. They performed 
their analysis for an isothermal stratosphere and also for Wallace's (1975) model 
atmosphere to bracket the ten, ,erritwe regime. The electron densities (the quantity 
most likely to be observed) a re  plotted in Figure 1 for both cases; the calculated 
positive ion densities are  shown only for the isothermal case. Characteristic of these 
calculations arc hvo peaks in the electron density, whose altitude separation is  
diagnostic of the tenlperature structure in the inversion regime. An occultation gxpe ri- 
ment with a space probe promises to be a useful tool for investigating the thermal 
inversion of Sahrn t s  atmosphere. 
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The question of Saturn's atmospheric thermal stmctrtre in the lower inversion 
region and troposphere will be addressed at this workshop by Toku?aga, in addition to 
the question of the magnitude of Saturn's thermal flux. I will consider the aerosol 
structure and composition of Saturn's atmosphere and also the spatial and temporal 
variations. I will, therefore, confine this sel>tion t;s a few remarks. 
The presence of Saturn's inversion layer was first indicated by the 7.5 - 13.4 pm 
observations of Gillett and Forrest (1974) a t  reso!ution A/AA = 67 (Figure 2). Their 
spectrum revealed an emission peak a t  7.8 pm in the v4 CH4 band similar to that 
observed for Jupiter. The lack of a brightness temperature minimum around 8.2 pm 
indicates some unspecified extinction in Saturn's atmosphere which is not strong in 
Figrrve 2. S14fa-e brigbtnesi ofs~ttnrn rmus uurrIengtb. AIJO 
shouw m the kordtions Of 1.b m n c h  r)/ lbe V 2  and v4 bands 
9f pH,. (Gr/fct and Fonr~t,  1974) 
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Jupiter's atmosphere. They also detected the brigbt emission from the vg bard of 
CzH6 centered around 12.2 pm. Soon thereafter, Gillett and Orton (1975) obtained 
several scans across the disk of Samm at 11.7 pm (Ah = 0.18 pm) with a spatial 
resolution of 2". 8 arc sec. 'R~ese showed limb brightening, confirming the presence of a 
thermal inversion in Saturn's upper atmosphere. flbaervations using a broad band filter 
a t  11.7 ym (Ah = i. 8 pm) showed less emission at the l i d  - These observations 
strongly support Danielson and Caldwell' s suggestion that thz emission arises from 
C2H6. They also found enhanced emission over the south pole (Figure 3), which they 
attribute to the increased insolation resulting fmm the tilt of this pole towaids the Sun. 
The thermal inversion affects the monochromatic flux primarily in the 7-20 ym 
spectral region. The continuum is cooler than the region of the inlrersion emitting hot 
radiation partly because the deep, hot iegion of the troposphere is hidden by the NH3 
haze in the spectral region where it is not effectively hiddec by the pressure-induced 
H2 opacity. The thermal inversion also tends to f i l l  in the absorption features of the 
S(0) and S(1) pressure induced transitions of H2, making the spctrum more lib 3 
black body. Thrs filling in cannot be too strong, as in the case of Caldwellfs (1977) 
model, because this v~ould cause H2 to radiate efficiently in the inversion zone. This 
would tend to destroy the inversion because a temperature inversion can only exf s t  
when there is no efficient radiator at  thermal wavelengths in the inversion region to 
rekaee the energy absorbed there from the solar heatiag of gas molecules and dust 
particles. 
THE TROPCSPHERE AND h?13 31MlSG 'A30 
Below the inversion region is the troposphere and associated haze layers and 
cloud decks. Below its sublimation level, NH3 should be uniformly mixed with the other 
atmospheric bulk constituents. The microwave spectral observations permit the 1m3 
distribution to be studied to depths mcch greater than for any other spectral region 
containing NH3 bands. Several authors have asumed an isothermal stratosphere and 
convectiv~ troposphere in mder to zalcuate synthetic spectra of the 1.55 cm NH3 
"inversion" band which they then compared with observations (Gulkis et al. 1969; 
Wrboo 4 \Velsh, 19i0; Gulkis and Poynter. 197-3). Ilodels with solar hW3 abrmdsnce 
below the saturation level and s;lturJUoo values of the NH3 partial pressure above the 
saturation level f i t i d  tbe obwrvations weU. Ohring and U s e r  (1916) dispense with 
the need for making these assumptions by using temperalum pro5les derived directly 
froin inwrting the emissim spectrum of the 7.7 pm CH4 band (Ohring. 1915). and 
using them to derive the XH, distribution dil-ectly from inverting the observed micro- 
u 
wave emission spectnun. This spectrum tbqr approximated by a smooth curve between 
? - 20 cm, using tbe points with higher sisr;rl to noise ratios. Their results, shown in 
Figure 4, depend on the CH4/H., n1i.h.g nt io  but are rather lnsensitlve to the He/HZ 
d 
rdtio for values c0.2. Sor a nominal CHq/liZ = 5 x tbey obtain a nlatively 
constant value of NHJH, = 1 x lo4 below the saturatim level and, as for Jupiter 
-. 
(Ohring, 1993), tbey fiul AHt to be s&t"ated (not supenuturstsd) above tbe saturation 
Level. This level Lies at 154 K and 4 atm for the nominal model. Its vsriaticm with 
CHf mixing ratio may be ascerkdned by reference to Figure 4. 
Saturn's hliJ ahadance determined fmm tbe 6450 -1 W has bee. relatively 
constant in the thee year period ending 1975 (Uiroodmm, Trsfton axxi Owen, 1977). 
The ;tbundance i s  2 b 0.5 m-am NH3 "&orre the clouds" (equivalent retlectllg layer 
C 
model). Ohring and W s e r  (197G) kickte tbat the lewl of line formation of I H 3  for 
an ~ u n & c e  of 2 m-am is above the highest level for which t k y  have inferred NH3 
concentrations. The microwave I-esults have the advantage that they pertain to much 
d e e p  r layers than do the awwl spectra. 
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HAZE 
There appears to be an estencied haze in S a h ~  m's atmosphere near the 100- 105 K 
lewls. Gillett and Forrest's (19741 spectra show a brightness (ernwratut-e in the 
9-11 prn region of only 100-105 K, compared to -130 K for Jupiter. They point out that 
this is too cold for the dominaut gaseous opacit?. to be SH3;  the [rtrtial pressure of 
hX3 in the layers responsible fo r  Saturn's 9-11 p n ~  enlissiun i s  lo-' to times that 
in the layers responsible for Jupiter's 9-11 pm emission (lviiich arises in the v., band 
- 
of !W3). Bfy radiative convecbve models suggest h t  the t . 2 ~  of Saturn's convective 
zone is at the 103-112 K level, &ell above the KH3 saturation level, in contrzst to 
Jupiter. If Saturn's haze consists of AX particles suspended by con\-ectiw currents, 3 
its e-xtent in depth is .nuch larger  than for Jupiter. Cddwell (1977a) finds that indeed 
solid AH3 crystxls provide a good fit to  Saturn's spectrum in the r e e o n  of the 9.3 pm 
absorption feature visible in Gillett and Forrest's i1974) dab. He also fixxis that the 
haze must 5e inhomogeneously distributed in depth, being comvntrated a t  lowver levels 
rather than mixed throughout the iu\.ersion. This ha72 h y c r  is quite transparent at 
microwave wrt--elengths and is sufficiently thin a t  visual w a v ~ ~ l e n ~ s  that weak Mi 3 
lines a r e  detectable in the 6450.x band. Y i s ib l e  light penr:;-ates bc.10~- the 105 K level, 
n-he i-e it undergoes multiple scattering. 
The haze causes the subdued beharior of the equivalent lvidths of H , ,  CHI md 
- 
X!i3 from the center of the disk to the limb. The H., quAnp3:~lc lines a re  roughly 
d 
ci>nstant over the disk; they are slightly str-mger at tlle south p l e  m d  slightly wczker 
near the expitorid iimbs (Trafton, 1972). The 6430A S H . ,  band i s  strongest at the 
3 
center of the disk, slightly weaker a t  the so-tth pole, and quitc wesk near the equa- 
torial limb (U'oodman, Trafton and Cht-en, 1977) as indicated in k ' l p r c  5. hI~thane 
absorption i s  wvaker in the equatorial belt and either about the same over thc south 
pole .and the center d the disk o r  slightly weaker over Ule pole (Teifel, Us~ltse\-a and 
Kharitonova, 1971; 1973). 
Saturn's limb darkening and p o h  rization 3 IP not characte ribtic of ptl rc Rxyleigh 
scattering but of a haze wilh particles having :m average radius of -1 pm (Teifel, 
1975). 
The shapes of the R-branch n~anifolds of the 3 v3 CH4 bmd indicate the presence 
of some aerosol scattering (Tridton, 1973; Trafton and hIacy, 1975; nlacy, 197:;) but 
they a r e  much more compatible with a reflecting layer nlodel (PLBI) than :i homqe- 
n e m s  scattering mcdel. These obsen~ations v e r e  obtained along Saturn's ccnti-al 
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meridian, excluding the equatorial belt and Rings. For this area, the RL2tl approxi- 
mtion may not be bad, at least in this wavelength regime. Figure 6a shows spatial 
scans I obtained along Saturn's central meridian at three u.aveleng&s located in various 
CH4 bands. Tbey illustrate tbe CHI absorption increasing 8tmngly towards the pole. 
Figure 6b shows the CH4 absorption at these three u~velengths increasing toward the 
south pole. 
Another manifestation of Saturn's haze is the lower abundance determinations ir! 
the infrared than in the visual spectrum (see the section belm* on Composition). Also, 
abundances determined from lines of very different strength at the same wavelength 
lead to conflicting vdues when analyzed in the RLhf approximation. See de B e e  and 
Maillard (1977) for a discussion of this. Finally, we have already noted that the 
brightness temperatures at 8.2 pm and 9.5 pm indicate a haze. 
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DUST 
The presence of dust in Saturn's atmosphere is deduced from the sharp drop in 
albedo behvsen 5000 and 3000 A. It probably arises from photochemistry of CHI 
photodissociation products (Cddwell, 1977a). Podnlak and Danielson (1977) have 
modeled this albedo in terms of a homogeneous dust layer mixed with 28 km-A (kilometer- 
Anlagat) H, above a cloud deck and under a clear layer H2 ? km-A thick. The parameters 
- 
of the dust follow: The real part of the index of refraction = 2.0; the imaginary part 
- h-205; and a flat distribution in particle radii from 0 to 0.1 pm. Tba mtst p-ters 
are the same as those successfully used to model the b b W  aIbedos of Jupiter and 
Titan. At 5000 A, the optical depth for extinction of th dust i s  0.7. The fit is s h m  
in Figure 7. It should be noted that these models of the dust distribution are not dque.  
The effect of an inhomogeneous depth distribution of the dust would be to change the 
value of the exponent a in the imaginary part of the refractive index (Barker and 
Traftm, 1973). 
The presence of a high, clear region of the atmosphere, free of dust and 
aerosol particles, is required by the increase in albedo shortwards of 3000 A 
(cf. Figure 7). This occurs as a result of a sharply increasing cross section of 
Raleigh scattering. A layer of 7-28 km-A is needed, depending on the model. Podolak 
and Danielson (19'77) place 7 km-A Hz in the clear regjon; Teifel (1973) places 'less 
than 13" km-A H2 there; and Macy (1977) places 27 km-A Hz there. 
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Norc aci.urn!c modt-llitlg of this  region i s  ~lc&cd. ?'he p:.estSnc.c of linlh brigIite*ni~lg in 
tht. I \' ( l l s r in ,  196s) s l s o  requil-es 3 rclativtxly clcal. upper atmnspht*rc. New tnca- 
surr.n\rnts, suc-h as those of  1:ranz and P r i c e  (1977) ma\ help the modeling. I'1lc.y find 
plv~lounc.~d linlb brightening in I ' ,  modcrate litnb brightening in H and linit) dat-ktbning 
in V. 
'The be51 model to datc  13f S a t u r : ~ ' ~  acl-osol s t ruc lu rc  i s  llac\.'s (1977) hut this 
the therrllal s t ructure ,  Jlat.! c?st.s !he te:nl)(.t-atiirc. profilil of caldwell's ! '~~:rlxal rnodcl 
(1975a) but adjusts  the effcctivc 1~-1llpc>r,!turc to 97 K instt>ad of 93. 5 K arld tist-s a 
-2 
sixrface gravi t j  of 1050 t-n.1 s . t'ald\vt.ll's inscr-sion region is  to<> lo\\ for  i t  c.t\uses 
H to appear  in emission in his  n ~ t d e l  but this  does not significantl\ aifci.! tilr atsrosol 2 
structure.  The var ious  nlodels far the inversion ivnverge  it1 thc trc>p)sp!lcre al t l~ough 
they d i sagree  in thc inversion rcgimtX. The convergence i s  a result c ~ f  the 11 -1lc 2 
o p c i t i c s  beicg rclntii-cl! \re11 kuoivn bccausc these  opacities control  tilt rsdiativtb 
3iaC>'s model is cons t ru~ . t t~d  to a p r w  with photnrnetric and spt~ct rosc~opic  data 
in the L\', .\.isiidt. and near IIZ \vhile~ C*ald\vell's (1977:1) thermal  model i s  ceonc-t8rned 
with the sptlt.trr11 c.h;~rac.tcristi~.s for \i.rlvelengtl:s 1ongt.r than > p m, csccyt fa>r s o l a r  
heating. Scattering i:: not inrludcd it? the r;~di:ativtx tr:~ilsfcl- c;f Csld\vcll's nlodcl but 
i s  included in IInc\'s model. Gther differences a r c  that lIac?"s nlodel includes a 
c l e a r  region abOvt\ the absorbing dust and has  thC c!oud dcck at the Sii, sublin~a!ion 3 
level :-:\th~r thtlrr 3t tlie radi;~t ivc~-m11vt~~~t isc  b u n d a  r\. l'hr. forn:er i s  motivated b~ 
the 1-V l imb brightening ntld r i s e  i n  albedo. Thc la t ter  i s  motivated t?\ the visibilit? 
of weak gnstnus  XI1 absorptions, r c h t i v e l \  l z rgc  11 equivalcnr widths and hig!i 3 2 
rotational tenlpet-aturcs for C11  .\lac\'s nlodt-1 a lso  distinguishes the cquatol-in1 
.I ' 
from the te.n~perate zontDs, a s  indicated in Tablc 1. 
Figure 8 s h o ~ v s  J l :~cy ' s  schcnlntic fo r  S;ihinl 's r~tniosphcrc.  ;\hove t h e  olxique 
cloud dcck is 5 2  km-.A 11, miscd \\.it11 11;1ze particles. Jlultiplt' scnttering in th is  rcgion 
- 
c l ~ l i n ~ l ~ c ~  the quivcllcnt \vidths of  the 11, l incs but o11,;curcs thc gnscous Sll. ~ ~ h s a r p t i o n .  
- .3 
Above the h;lw i s  n lrryer of :lbsorl,ing particle-s (o r  dust) 15-23 kn1-.4 11, thick and ;\l)ovc 
- 
this  thcrc  i s  the c1c:lr region I9-'77 kni-;\ 11, deep. 'I%? dust layer sccounts f o r  the drop 
- 
in :~lbctlo in thc hlue-l-\' s lwctr:~l  region ,tnd hcll!s to he :~ t  the u p l x r  ;itnlosphcrc. The 
Table I. Pzrticle Distribution 
H2 Abundance (km-A) Pressure at Pressure at 
Layer Bottom, Layer Bottom, 
Layer Equator Temperate Equator ( a h )  Temperate (atm? 
--- - 
Clear gas 19 27 0.2 0.3 
Absorbing Particle 23 15 0.4 0.4 
Haze Particle 52 52 1.1 1.1 
haze layer also helps to explain the shapes of the 3 v  CH m;mifo]ds and the low bright- 3 4 
ness temperature at 9.5 pm (but the cross  section for  the particles may be quite differ- 
ent a t  visual wavelengths than a t  9.5 pm). Macy's model incorporates the Raleigh 
phase function for  scattering by the gases and an isotropic phase function for  scattering 
by the particles. The particle albedo is scaled according to the van de Hulst similarity 
relations to account for their anisotrapy. Recause greater polarization is observed in 
the temperate region than in the equatorial belt, hiacy argues that absorbing particles 
should lie deeper izl the temperate region. His model is also constrained by molecular 
line observations: in particular, the (3-0) and (4-0) H p  quadrupole lines, lines from the 
weak 6450 A NH3 band, and manifolds from the 3 v CH4 band R branch. 
Macy's model fits the spectral reflectivity well (Figure 9). On the other hand, 
the fit of the reflectivity from the center of the disk to the equatorial limb is rather poor 
(see Figure 10). This is due in part to approximating anisotropic scattering by isotropic. 
There is also a problem with the high rotational temperature of the 3 vg CHI band. The 
high-J manifolds a r e  too strong relative to those in his model. H e  discussed this prob- 
lem in a previous paper (Macy, 1976) which analyzed the 3 vg CH4 band and H2 absorp- 
tions simultaneously using an inhomogeneous model atmosphere. H e  found that if  the 
W J  HAZE o,. the ab~wbtng purtlc/t Idjer. wb. rlnd tbt &rr Ljtr. w,, sn Rr:m rn fitit I .  
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optical thickness of the h z c  h y e r  \\.:IS adjusted to fit tllr- obset'vtd 11 absorption, the 2 
effective depth of nbsorption for tllc 3 113 ('11 band \\.as so shnllcvuv tlut tlic rotational 4 
temptr.?ture of the band came out too It~\v. 
It scems to me thqt t h i s  problenl could be rcsolvrd if t i l e  nwan cross section of 
the  hazc particles i n  his  m c r f c . !  werc allo\vt~d t o  dt\cl-cast. with inct't~nsing \\-avclcngth 
rather than be held constant. 'This variation i s  requircd to cspl:~in the (3-0) arid (4-0) 
14 absorptions in I'r;lnusl :~trnosph \ r c  (Trafton, 197ti). 'l'Itt.n deeper. lottcr layc'rs 2 
would contribute to the 3 v3 Cllq absorption nt 1.1 pm while shullowcr layers l imit the 
lt absorption at O.li4 pnl and 0.82 pnl. This modification should also result in a 2 
revision of the derived Cl14ill, ratio. 
- 
Finally, there appears to be some uncertainty about the depth of the NH3 
sublimation level. Macy's model gives 1.1 atm but tl-at derived from inversion of the 
-4  NH microwave spectrum (Ohring and Lacser. 1976) is 1 atm for a CH4 'Hz = I x 10 . 3 
Macy's model has four t imes  the methane mixing ratio. The microwave results a r e  
brought into closer agreement with hlac)"~ subl imat io~~ level if JIacy's methane mixing 
ratio is assumed. This would require a larger  NH mising ratio, however, so the S 
depth, at present, must be cansidered uncertain. 
Spectra of H2, XM3 and CH obtained over  a long time base indicate that sipii-  4 
ficant seasonal variations occur. The visibility of the 6450 A NH3 band has ranged 
from zero to almost the strength of Jupiter's band. Dunham (1933) was able to see as  
many lines of this band in Saturn's spectrum a s  he saw in Jupiter's spectrum. This 
i s  not surprising in view of the exponential dependence of the equilibrium NH3 vapor 
pressure an the temperature and the deep NH3 haze layer. Small changes in tempera- 
ture  could cause much bigger changes in the NH visibility. 3 
Observations of the H, quadrup le  lines over  the past decade a r e  shown in 
- 
Figure 11 (I'l-afton. 1976) and indicate a seasonal variation correlated with the shading 
of the planet's disk by the Kings. Figure 12 sho\vs Inore recent data for strong CH4 
bands. If the trend given bx the ear l ier  H points i s  cwrrect, Saturn's atmosphere 2 
mimics the deep, c lear  atmosphere of Vranus at a t ime when the Rings a r e  edge on 
(minimum shading) which also happens to be when the planet i s  farthest from the Sun. 
The IGng shading and orbital  cccentric8ity each producc 155 variations in the insola- 
tion of the disk. Thc Il2 equivalent widths appear to be minimum a t  the t ime  of 
masimunr shading. suggesting a lot of k z e  opacity in the deeper atmosphert:. The 
CIi bands, which probe shallower regions of St~turn's atmosphere, show a recent 4 
increase in strcngth, suggesting that haze may be settling out of Saturn's upper 
atnlosphere after the t ime of maximum Ring shading. 1:urthcr nrotritoring of Saturn's 
I lZ9  S H  and CH absorption i s  needed to confirm the seasonal behavior and to 3 4 
understand i ts  causes. The scat ter  of the points ir. 1:igure 11 indicates that the 
diurnal and short t e rm variations a r e  typically less  than loC;. 
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The questions of conlpsition a r e  what gases compos2 Saturn's atmosphere 
llnd ivhakarr their relative :~bundances? In addition to HI2, NH and CHI; detected 3 
gmrs inchldr !1 OVeiscr tlt 01.. 1977). " C ' H ~  (C'omhrs rr 11.. 1975), tlD (Smith and 
AIacy, 1977; Trauger, Ibes le r  and hlickelson, 1977), C2 H6 (Tokunaga, Knacke and 
Owen, 1975). p H 3  and CH3D (Fink and Larson, 1977). Helium has not yet been 
detected; i t s  presence is inferred from cosmogony and possibly from the shape of the 
thermal spectrum. Solid NH, appears to be responsible for  the absorption at 9.5 p m  3 
and possiblj at 8 .98  pm (Caldwell, 1977a). There appears to be a weak feature at 
10.1 pm in the spectra of Gillett and Forrest  (1974) which might arise from solid 
hHqD (Caldwell, 1977) but higher resolution spectra a r e  needed to confir& tWs . , 
possibility. 
The controversy on ivhether the features a t  10-11 pm a r e  duz to p H 3  
(Bregman rt al.. 1975) o r  to CZHl (Encrenaz et al.. 1978) appears to be resolved in 
favor of YH3 since Fink and Larson (1977) have detected P H  in S.iturnts 5 pm spec- 3 
trum. They ii i~d the absorption to bdcongiderably stronger than on Jupiter. About 
50 c ~ n - A  of labora toq  p H 3  is n e e d d  to match the broad p H 3  feature a t  4.73 pnl. 
'l'hese authors also fincl the Q and P branches of CHQD to be quite prominent in 
Saturn's spectrum and the line s t r e n g t h  a r e  comparable to those of CH D on Jupiter. 3 
A b u t  3 cm-A of laboratory CH 9 i s  needed to match their absorption. Smith and 3 
Mac? (1977) derive a value for ~ ! l t  = (6 .  G %3.1) x 10-5 from the R5(0) line of HD and 
T ~ a u g e r  ct 01.. (1077) report a similar v::lue (5. 1 50.7) x loa5 from the P4(l) line of 
HD. AIodeling the emission from the I !  band of C2H6 at 12.2 ym. Caldwell (1977a) 9 
estimates B mixing ratio C H /H, = 1. Y r 10"'. 1 6 ,  
A number of abundances for II XH and CI1 have been given in the literature 2' 3 4 
in the reflecting layer approsinlation. For the (3-0) and (4-0) H2 quadrupole lines, 
E n c r e n a ~  ;mnd Owen (1973) quote 77* 20 km-A H, using the curve of growth of Fink 
- 
and Belton (1969) which is now outnlodcd because the pressure broadening coefficients 
hnr r  s ; t~cc l x e n  improved (hiacy, 19i3). For the Qg(l)  line, dr Rergl! el al. (1977) 
obtain 3 H ~ b ~ d ~ n c e  of 25 km-A also b~ u s i - 1 ~  Fink and Belton's curve of growth. 2 -6 
For the pressure-induced fundamental, 3Prtin derived 25':; krn-am H2 with a base 
temperature of 150 K and a base density of 0.52:;: :; amagats. For t h e  first  over- 
tone of the pressure-induced H2 band, Lecacheux et a1 (19iG) derived 63:': km-A 
Hz. Fmrn the 64508. S1j3 band. \\'oodman a t  a1 (1077) derived 2.0 * 0.5 rn-A NH 3' 
But from the 1.56 Frn NH band, Owen et al. (1976) derived an upper limit of 3 
0.15 m-A. Using the 3 v CH4 band, Trafton (1973) derived a CH4 al~undance of 3 
54 t13 m-A (Trafton and hiacy, 1975) and Lecacheux et al. (1976) derived 
59 - rn-A. On the other hand, Lute et 01. (1976) analyzed the wrrk blue and green 
b a n d ~  and derived -160 m-A CH4. 
It is easily seen from this that the abundances derived in the HTAhI approdma- 
tion vary 'mth with the wavelength of the band analyzed and with the strength of t!lat 
band. Except perhaps for the central meridian, the RLII approsirnation is proksbly 
poor. Even colnparing bands at  the same wavelength but of different strengths 
requires that the radiative transfer include scattering. Meaningful a'iru~dance ratios 
may be obtained without analysis of the radiative transfer if absorption features of the 
two gases in  question can be found and measured which nave comparable strengths 
(de Bergh and RIaillard, 1977). This ratio is independei~t of the radiative transfer, at  
least for weak lines. Therefore, duplicating these absorptions with cold laboratory 
spectra yields the abundance ratio. This method has been applied succcssful l~ for 
C/H and 1 2 ~ / ' 3 ~  in the atmospheres fo r  Jupiter and Saturn. For Saturn, Lecachcl-.x 
+2.0 
et al. (1976) derive C/H = 4. 7-1,3 X aod Cpmb* et al. (1977) derive fig:;, 
respectively. Figure 13 shows several  manifolds o$3aturnfs  " C H ~  spectrum and the 
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laboratory CH4 features used to compal them. These values are essentially the 
same as the solar values. and the same a s  the telluric value in the case of u~ /13~.  
Eodolak and D a n i e h n  (1977) have shown the impr tance  of including dust and 
haze in determining abmdances from atmospheric models. They were successful in 
constructing such models which give both the observed absorptions for the weak blue 
b.nds of CHI a d  the stronger bands the red and near infrared. 
Some results 60r the CH4/H2 mixing ratio from such models follow: RodoW 
and Daniels00 (1977); 5. solar C /H (CH4/H2 = 3.5 to 3.9 x 10-5; C d f e l l  (1977.): 
4. h solar  (CH4/H2 = 2.1 x 10-5; Mach (1977): r. 5x s o h .  These are all  hi-r 
than tbe vaiue of Lecacheux ct d. (1976), who derive a p p d m a t e l y  the solar ratio. 
This discrepancy requires further study. 
SaPurn's W spectrum ob&inetj oy the TDla and OAO-2 satellites shows no 
definite absorption features (Caldwell, 1977b). Saturn's albedo from 2100A to 2500& 
is similar to Jupiter's, implying that there is a common UV absorber. This absorber 
cannot be NH3 on either planet becausc i t  is fyoeen oct to much deeper levels in 
e 
Saturn's atmosphere so that i t  should a f f e t  Saturn's spectrum differently. Caldwell 
(l977b) models the HpS alrsorptioq and find: that a mixing ratio of H2S/H2 = 1.4 x 10- 8 
fits Saturn's UV spectrum (see Figure 14). This compares with the upper Limit of 
4 x lo-' on this mixing ratio r e p  md by Oven d d. (1976) for Saturn from tie 6289 
- 1 
cm band. Caldwellfs value is much legs than the brresponding solar S/H ratio, 
implying that S is bound in other molecules. 
\ 
Scattergod a d  Owen (1977) consider the composition of the blurt-CiV "dust" in 
terms of the production of organics by proton bombardment of %. CH4 and NH3 mix- 
tures. Their results show that CH4+H2 mixtures remain clear but the addition of N 
(e. g. NE ) o r  S re. g. , H2S) leads to the production of colorful liquids and solids. None 3 
has the spectral behavior identicc'l to those shown by the planets a mixtures would be 
required to explain the haze. As yet, there is no satisfactory e.xplsoation for what 
material is causing the absorption between 5000-3000 A in Jupiter, Saturn o r  Titan. 
This remains a major unsolved probiim. 
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DISCI'SSION 
J. CALDWELL: Concerning the contmversy o v e r  ethylene and phosphine a t  
10.5 pm, 1 don't think that the  observations of I3nk and Larson rule  out ethylene. If 
ethylene is being seen  at that wavelengtib it's in emiss ion a t  a v e v  high altitude. And 
if that were true, you would see emission f rom ethylene on top of any possible absorp- 
tion by phosphine so that, in fact, both observations could be right; they're not 
mutually e-uclusive. 
L. TRP.FTON: The o k e r v a t i o n s  of Fink and Larson show that the phosphine 
is fairly strong, s t ronger  than in Jupiter, so i t  would a l s o  be absocbing in the  9 to 
1il p m  region fairly strongly. 
J. CALDWELL: But if ethylene is emitt ing above that, you see the  ethylene. 
G. SWOE: Do t h e  Copernicus Lyman-alpha measurements  e v e  a density 
value or a density limit f o r  the Titan torus? 
L. TRAFTOX: They give a n  intensity of about 150 Rayleighs fo r  the Titan 
torus. E. Barker  (1977) pointed out from 0AO data, that  within ten arc-see of Titan 
a 39-arc-sec measurement gave about 150 Rayleighs, which ivould be a limit  f o r  the i r  
detection. .W when he looked again, I believe h e  saw about the s a m e  number. 
J. POLLACK: When you speak about the observations of the Titan torus. is 
t h t  a d i sc re te  t o m s  ? 
L. TRAFTON: The  observations are made through a 39-sec slit superimposed 
over the t o r u s  about five or ten-sec away from Titan, I understanr! the re  is a problem 
with the  geocoronal calibration of atomic hydrogen data. That has to be subtracted 
out, and you're subtracting two large numbers w h ~ h  are rmlg?Sy equal to ea& :-t'.- 
and in that circumstance, the re  call be large uncertainties. It's a difficult problem 
and I think even m o r e  observations are needed to convince a majori ty of the cornmu- 
nfty one way o r  another whether the hydrogen emission real ly  is present  8t all, t o  
s a y  nothing of the detailed geometry. 
D. HCXl'EX: You w e r e  praising the  use of spec t ra l  features of comparable 
strengths in getting relat ive abundances, but there 's  another important point that I've 
recently become sensit ive to; you want comparable physics as well. Sou don't want 
to compare  a pressure-irlduced feature with a pressure-nar  rowed feature, fo r  
e.sample, if  you can possibly help it, because every t ime  the physics is different L i ~ e  
that, you have a different depth w e i g h t i ~ g  In the formation of the spec t ra l  feature. You 
must  go a lot fur ther  than just to 100% for compardble featrrres, and unfortunately, in 
comparing hydrogen and methane, nothing is really comparable. Every t ime :;ou look 
for  a useful pair ,  you find that the depgh weighting is totally different. 
L. TRAFTON: Cnfortunately, I have to agree. 
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